[1] An ocean state estimate has been developed for the Gulf of Mexico (GoM) using the MIT general circulation model and its adjoint. The estimate has been tested by forecasting loop current (LC) evolution and eddy shedding in the GoM. The adjoint (or fourdimensional variational) method was used to match the model evolution to observations by adjusting model temperature and salinity initial conditions, open boundary conditions, and atmospheric forcing fields. The model was fit to satellite-derived along-track sea surface height, separated into temporal mean and anomalies, and gridded sea surface temperature for 2 month periods. The optimized state at the end of the assimilation period was used to initialize the forecast for 2 months. Forecasts explore practical LC predictability and provide a cross-validation test of the state estimate by comparing it to independent future observations. The model forecast was tested for several LC eddy separation events, including Eddy Franklin in May 2010 during the deepwater horizon oil spill disaster in the GoM. The forecast used monthly climatological open boundary conditions, atmospheric forcing, and run-off fluxes. The model performance was evaluated by computing modelobservation root-mean-square difference (rmsd) during both the hindcast and forecast periods. The rmsd metrics for the forecast generally outperformed persistence (keeping the initial state fixed) and reference (forecast initialized using assimilated Hybrid Coordinate Ocean Model 1/12 global analysis) model simulations during LC eddy separation events for a period of 1$2 months.
Introduction
[2] The ocean circulation in the Gulf of Mexico (GoM) is dominated by the energetic loop current (LC) that connects to the Caribbean Sea to the south through a relatively wide and deep Yucatan Channel (YC) and to the Atlantic Ocean to the east through a relatively narrow and shallow Straits of Florida. The current flows into the GoM basin through the YC between Yucatan peninsula on the left and Cuba on the right, extends northward and loops east and south forming the LC, before exiting to the Atlantic Ocean in the east through the Straits of Florida and joining the Gulf Stream. The LC has peak speeds ranging from 1:5 to 1:8 ms À1 and carries warm and saline Caribbean waters into the GoM. It sheds large anticyclonic warm-core loop current eddy (LCE) into the GoM at irregular intervals. The LCE shedding interval mostly ranges from 6 to 11.5 months, with occasional longer shedding interval of 17 or even 18.5 months based on statistical and spectral analysis of satellite altimetry observations [Leben, 2005; Sturges and Leben, 2000] and modeling studies [Oey et al., 2003] . A typical LCE, with a horizontal scale of 200 $ 400km , vertical extension of $1000m, and swirl speed of 1:8 $ 2 ms À1 , propagates predominantly westward at speeds of 2 $ 5 km day À1 with an e-folding eddy decay timescale of $1 year [Elliott, 1982; Forristall et al., 1992; Vukovich, 1995; Kirwan et al., 1984; Oey et al., 2005a] . The mechanism responsible for LCE shedding and its interaction with smaller scale eddies and topography has been widely studied [Hurlburt and Thompson, 1980; Pichevin and Nof, 1997; Nof, 2005; Vukovich and Maul, 1985; Hamilton et al., 2002; Zavala-Hidalgo et al., 2003; Schmitz, 2005] . A LCE may sometimes reattach one or more times, which can make it difficult to clearly define or identify an eddy shedding event in the GoM.
[3] Many earlier LC analysis and forecast studies in the GoM used the Princeton Ocean Model (POM), where satellite sea surface height (SSH) and/or sea surface temperature (SST) data and other in situ data sets were assimilated using schemes such as nudging [Kantha et al., 2005] , a combination of nudging and optimal interpolation (OI) [Oey et al., 2005b; Lin et al., 2007] , and ensemble methods [Yin and Oey, 2007] . Other studies developed GoM assimilation systems using the Hybrid Coordinate Ocean Model (HYCOM), which used an OI assimilation scheme [Chassignet et al., 2007] and an ensemble OI method [Counillon and Bertino, 2009a,b] . Barth et al. [2008] assimilated ocean surface currents measured using high-frequency radar into the regional ocean modeling system (ROMS) model for the West Florida Shelf using an ensemble-based error covariance method. A four-dimensional variational (4D-VAR) assimilation system was developed by Powell et al. [2008 Powell et al. [ , 2009 for the Intra-Americas Seas using the ROMS model with assimilation periods of 7 days and skillful 2 week SST forecasts.
[4] The goal of this study is to fit the model to satellite observations of SSH and SST over a longer time range to obtain a dynamically consistent hindcast for physical analysis and to cross-validate it by using it as initial conditions for prediction of the ocean state, including LCE separation events. One of the technical questions to be addressed is the duration over which the model physics can be enforced successfully. A second question is the duration of validity of the linearization used in adjoint sensitivity. The main scientific goal is the assessment of LC predictability, since a long forecast horizon would indicate slowly growing or limited nonlinear instabilities, and would also be beneficial for public and private stakeholders in the GoM. Part of assessing the predictability is determining which ocean regions and features control the evolution of the LC, including eddy shedding, and how these sensitivities grow with time. Forward and backward sensitivity analysis using perturbed forward model and adjoint model experiments can aid understanding of the processes that control the LC extension, eddy shedding, and the growth of instabilities that affect the predictability of the LC system. The adjoint sensitivity analysis of the LC system, including forward model-data comparisons and forward model perturbation experiments, is discussed in the companion manuscript [Gopalakrishnan et al., 2013] . The adjoint model backward integration was stable for more than 2 months and computed linearly evolving, realistic, and useful sensitivities for about 30 days. The adjoint sensitivities of the LC separation region propagated upstream, tracing the LC and eddy paths for both SSH and SST signals. In the YC, the separation-region SST sensitivities to meridional velocity were mostly confined to near-surface levels and were advected rapidly by the strong surface currents, while the sensitivities for SSH extended deeper and evolved more slowly. Sensitivities of the LC to zonal and meridional velocities also suggested that advection of cyclonic (positive) relative vorticity anomalies from the YC or the cyclonic LC frontal eddies along the edge of the LC accelerates LC eddy separation, for both SSH and SST.
[5] The first assimilation and forecast experiment focused on the 2010 LC Eddy Franklin (Eddy-F) shedding event. An optimized state estimate was produced by fitting SSH and SST data over a period of 2 months: 1 March to 30 April 2010 (the period is called ''assimilation period'' hereafter) using the adjoint method. The adjoint method [Wunsch, 1996] minimizes the weighted sum of squared misfits between model and observations plus the weighted sum of squared control adjustments by adjusting control variables, which in this case are model temperature and salinity initial conditions, open boundary conditions, and atmospheric forcing. The optimized state estimate at the end of the assimilation period is used as initial conditions to forecast the ocean state for 2 months (1 May-29 June 2010), using monthly climatological open boundary conditions, atmospheric forcing, and run-off fluxes. In order to assess the hindcast and forecast ocean state, modelobservation misfits were computed for the satellite SSH and SST data during both the hindcast and forecast periods, and for the Spray glider [Sherman et al., 2001; Rudnick et al., 2004] in situ measurements of vertical profiles of temperature and salinity taken in the Mississippi shelfslope region in the GoM during the forecast period. The forecast serves as a cross-validation of the estimated state by measuring performance against independent observations.
[6] Unlike some of the previous assimilation studies in the GoM that used mapped SSH products, the present study fit satellite along-track SSH data. The model forecasts for the LC with longer forecast horizon of 1$2 months try to reproduce the eddy shedding in the GoM with similar skill to previously reported short term (1$2 week) forecasts [Powell et al., 2008 [Powell et al., , 2009 . If successful, the state estimate provides an ocean hindcast close to observations that can be used for study of the dynamics or for practical purposes such as ecosystem monitoring or emergency response during an oil spill accident like the Deepwater Horizon (DwH) in the GoM.
[7] In the following, section 2 introduces the MITgcm adjoint state estimation setup and section 3 discusses the state estimation method with subsections describing the observations, control variables, cost function for observations, and uncertainty covariances for observations and model controls. Section 4 presents the optimized state estimate and cost descent. Section 5 compares model hindcasts and forecasts with observations for the eddy shedding event in the year 2010 (Eddy-F), with subsections describing results for three additional LCE separation events in [2005] [2006] [2007] . Section 6 provides a discussion and conclusions.
MITgcm Adjoint State Estimation Framework
[8] The MIT general circulation model (MITgcm) [Marshall et al., 1997] is designed to enable computer generation of its adjoint model using the automatic differentiation tool Transformation of Algorithms in Fortran (TAF) [Giering and Kaminski, 1998; Heimbach et al., 2002] . The MITgcm Intra-Americas Seas (MITgcm-IAS) model configuration, including model forcings, initial conditions, and open boundary conditions, are discussed in detail in the companion manuscript [Gopalakrishnan et al., 2013] . The model domain is shown in Figure 1a . The MITgcm-IAS model was integrated over a 5 year period from 2004 to 2008, and the comparison of model simulations with observed data is also discussed in the companion manuscript.
State Estimation Procedure
[9] The state estimation problem is posed as the minimization of a ''cost function'' penalizing the sum of squared, normalized model-observation differences over a specified period of time and constrained by the nonlinear model equations subject to a set of control variables [Le Dimet and Talagrand, 1986; Wunsch, 1996] . Our system is based on the estimating the circulation and climate of the ocean (ECCO) system [Stammer et al., 2002] .
[10] The cost function is a weighted sum of quadratic norms of model-data misfit ðJ data Þ and changes to the control variables ðJ control Þ between the initial time (t 0 ) and the final time (t f ) of the assimilation period. If the weights are chosen to be the inverse of the observation and model state uncertainty covariances, by analogy to the statistical estimation problem, the cost function can be written as
where xðtÞ is the model state vector and u b ðtÞ a first guess (or ''background'' estimate) of the unknown control vector uðtÞ at time t. In this case, u represents the initial Figure 1 . Assimilated observations: (a) The spatial coverage of TMI-AMSRE SST data, where the colors represent the temporal mean of SST data over the 2 month assimilation period. Glider data trajectories (June 2010) are marked in magenta circles. These data were used for model forecast assessment. (b-d) Superposed satellite along-track SSH anomalies from Jason-1 (J1), Jason-2 (J2), and Envisat (N1) for the 2 month assimilation period, respectively. The coastline is marked by a black solid line, while gray contour lines show bottom topography for 500, 1000, 2000, 3000, and 6000 m. Black star indicates the location of the DwH oil spill in the GoM on 20 April 2010. Thick cyan line in the GoM basin represents the spatial domain for the hindcast and forecast model-data rmsd computation. SST is in C and SSH is in cm.
conditions, the external forcing fields, open boundary conditions, and the internal model physics, which together determine the evolution of the model state. The vector yðtÞ contains all observations available at time t and is related to the model state through the observation operator H t plus some observational errors (), that is, yðtÞ ¼ H t ðxðtÞÞ þ . RðtÞ and QðtÞ are weight matrices representing the covariance of observation errors and control (background) errors, respectively. The formulation of J (equation (1)) assumes that the errors in the control vector are uncorrelated with the observation errors and that both errors are uncorrelated in time.
Observations
[11] This study is an attempt to fit MITgcm-IAS model trajectory to satellite-derived along-track SSH anomalies and gridded SST data. SSH anomalies were obtained from the Radar Altimetry Database System (RADS) (http://rads. tudelft.nl/rads/index.shtml), where along-track observations from three satellites : Jason-1 (J1), Jason-2 (J2), and Envisat (N1) for 2010 and J1, N1 and ERS-2 (E2) for other years, are accumulated over each day and spatially bin-averaged onto the model grid. Since the current configuration of the MITgcm-IAS model did not include tidal or atmospheric pressure forcing, tidal corrections and inverted barometer correction were applied to the along-track SSH observations. The SSH observations were not used when water depths were less than 500 m, mostly because the model representational errors were expected to be larger there, but also because atmospheric water vapor, tides, or barotropic wave corrections are less reliable near coasts and/or in shallow water.
[12] The MITgcm-IAS model was forced with lowfrequency winds at coarse resolution [Gopalakrishnan et al., 2013] , and the regional domain omitted the midlatitude source regions of high-frequency, barotropic SSH variations, so it is not expected to reproduce these signals. The altimetry observations include high-frequency SSH signals that might be removed to be consistent with the model SSH. In both the global model from the German partner of the ECCO project (GECCO) [Kohl and Stammer, 2008] and the data-assimilated HYCOM 1/12 global model, the rootmean square (rms) signal from the fast, wind-forced, barotropic Rossby waves is seasonally varying but small: <1cm usually and <2cm always. Using the RADS option to remove fast SSH signals using estimates from a windforced barotropic model did not significantly affect the rms difference (rmsd) metrics (discussed in section 5) with respect to any of the analyses, regional or global, including the comparison to the mapped SSH product from Archiving, Validation and Interpretation of Satellite Oceanographic data (AVISO), so it was not used. One reason for this small effect may be because SSH observations were not used when depths were less than 500 m, where the signals may be largest.
[13] The SST data were obtained from the daily optimally interpolated product derived from the Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission's (TRMM) Microwave Imager (TMI) and the Advanced Microwave Scanning Radiometer for the Earth Observing System (AMSR-E) instruments produced by Remote Sensing Systems Inc. (http://www. remss.com/) on a 0.25 longitude Â0.25 latitude grid. For computational convenience, the SST data were spatially interpolated onto the model grid prior to assimilation, but with increased assumed error to account for the duplication of data points, as mentioned below.
[14] The time mean of the TMI-AMSRE SST data for 1 March-30 April 2010 is shown by the colors in Figure 1a . Superposed along-track satellite SSH anomalies from J1, J2, and N1 for the same period are shown in Figures 1b-1d . In order to ensure the quality of SSH and SST data and to account for expected decreased model skill, observations near the coast (at water depth <500 m) were not used for assimilation. It should also be noted that the continental shelf exhibits largest variability in SSH and SST observations over short periods of time, leading to largest expected model-observation misfits, which could affect the correction of the signal in the deep part of the GoM.
Control Variables
[15] The control vector u consists of the model initial conditions, x 0 , for temperature and salinity, all atmospheric forcing fluxes fðtÞ, and temperature, salinity, and horizontal velocities (U: zonal component and V: meridional component) at the open boundaries x ob ðtÞ. Model initial conditions for horizontal velocities (U and V) were not controlled under the assumption that the velocity fields would be adjusted to the temperature and salinity fields by virtue of the geostrophic balance. The term representing the constraints on the control variables in J has the form
where Q 0 , Q f , and Q ob represent the associated background error covariances for initial conditions, forcing, and boundary conditions, respectively.
[16] The model SSH is strongly sensitive to the barotropic component of the normal velocities at the open boundaries, making the estimation of velocities at the open boundaries very poorly conditioned when simultaneously adjusted with other control variables. To avoid large contrasts in sensitivities, which can severely slow the gradient descent of iterative optimization [Zupanski, 1996] used in this state estimation framework (discussed in section 4), the normal velocities at the open boundaries were decomposed into barotropic and baroclinic modes as described by Hoteit et al. [2005] . A decreased weighting was applied to the barotropic component by prescribing a small prior variance in order to balance the strong sensitivity to spatial mean SSH (which has no dynamical effect) for good conditioning in the descent algorithm. The values used were tuned to give good performance in twin experiments and in the assimilation and forecast experiments.
[17] The model open boundary conditions included complete specification of the ocean state: temperature (T), salinity (S), and zonal (U), and meridional (V) velocity fields. Accordingly, four separate penalty terms were added to the cost function; one for each state variable [Zhang and Marotzke, 1999] . The cost function term for the adjustment of the open boundaries is then
where x T ob t ð Þ, x S ob tÞ ð , x U ob ðtÞ, and x V ob ðtÞ represent the temperature, salinity, and zonal and meridional velocities (''-'' denotes the barotropic component and ''$'' denotes the baroclinic component) at the open boundaries, respectively.
[18] The present state estimation framework does not include controls for errors in the model dynamics, but the control variables were able to reduce the cost function, and no large uncontrollable misfits were observed over several 2 month assimilation experiments reported here. This does not mean that model errors are not significant, and the control adjustments may include components that are compensating for model errors.
[19] Following Hoteit et al. [2005] and Kohl et al. [2007] , adjoint model simulations used increased horizontal viscosity and diffusivity terms (second-order terms were increased by a factor of 10 and fourth-order terms were increased by a factor of 5), with the K-profile (KPP) mixing parameterization [Large et al., 1994] turned off. The increased mixing suppressed the growth rates of smallscale flow instabilities, which otherwise can produce large but nonlinear sensitivities in the high-resolution model. This was necessary to optimize the cost function over assimilation periods longer than about a month. Largerscale sensitivities were little changed by this increased viscosity and diffusivity, as can be seen by the successful fits. Detailed descriptions of the state estimation method as used in this study can be found in Hoteit et al. [2005 Hoteit et al. [ , 2010 .
Cost Function for Observations
[20] The assimilated observations consisted of timemean dynamic ocean topography (DOT) calculated from the difference between Danish National Space Center Mean Sea Surface 2008 (DNSCMSS08) and Earth Gravity Model 2008 (EGM08): DNSCMSS08-EGM08 ðSSH ðDOT Þ Þ [Andersen and Knudsen, 2009] , along-track SSH anomalies with respect to that mean DOT ðSSHA ðobsÞ ðtÞÞ from satellites: J1, N1, and J2 for 2010, or J1, N1, and E2 for other years, and optimally interpolated TMI-AMSRE gridded daily SST ðSST ðobsÞ ðtÞÞ data. Observations within the same grid point and day were averaged together and were differenced with model daily means.
[21] In order to isolate the uncertainties associated with the geoid from the generally smaller uncertainties in the anomalies, the daily mean model and observed SSH in each grid cell were sampled for days with observations and averaged over the assimilation period to compute their respective sample means. The daily mean model SSH samples (at observation days only) during the 2 month period were averaged to make a comparable model sample mean SSH ðSSH ðmodelÞ Þ. This mean was subtracted from the daily mean model SSH samples to make the model sample SSH anomalies ðSSH 0 ðmodelÞ ðtÞÞ on the observation days. Similar to model SSH, observed along-track SSH anomalies ðSSHA ðobsÞ ðtÞÞ with respect to the mean DOT (DNSCMSS08-EGM08) were separated into the sample mean of the observed anomalies during the assimilation period with respect to that DOT ðSSHA ðobsÞ Þ and daily-andbin-averaged SSH anomalies ðSSH 0 ðobsÞ ðtÞÞ. In other words, SSH 0 ðobsÞ ðtÞ ¼ SSHA ðobsÞðtÞ À SSHA ðobsÞ . The model sample mean and anomalies were separately fit to the observed mean and anomaly DOT (SSH minus geoid) with different uncertainties in the two cost functions. The sample mean SSH was given larger uncertainty because of geoid (and therefore DOT) uncertainty in the observations, and a spatially constant (and so dynamically unimportant) offset between the model and observations was also removed. In other words, in addition to the differences between observed and modeled daily-and-bin-averaged SSH anomalies ðSSH 0 ðmodelÞ ðtÞ À SSH 0 ðobsÞ ðtÞÞ, the cost function penalized the differences between observed and modeled sample mean SSH ðSSH ðmodelÞ À SSH ðobsÞ Þ, where SSH ðobsÞ refers to the sum of the time-mean DOT ðSSH ðDOT Þ Þ and the sample mean of the observed anomalies during the assimilation period with respect to that DOT ðSSHA ðobsÞ Þ, that is, SSH ðobsÞ ¼ SSH ðDOT Þ þ SSHA ðobsÞ .
[22] The daily averaged model SST ðSST ðmodelÞ ðtÞÞ was fit to the TMI-AMSRE gridded daily SST data interpolated to model grid points. The explicit form of the model-data misfit term in the cost function is then
[23] All data uncertainty covariance matrices R were assumed diagonal, meaning that the observation and representational errors were assumed to be independent. Although this is probably untrue, no information is available to suggest a particular alternative correlation structure. The SST uncertainties ðR sst Þ were increased to account for redundant observations as discussed in section 3.5.
Background Uncertainty Covariances
[24] In order to make a good forecast, it is important to avoid overfitting observational noise or to introduce spurious short-scale adjustments due to point altimeter measurements into the control variables, so smoothness constraints are needed. To keep the adjustment fields appropriately smooth, the ECCO system enforces 2-D and 3-D smoothness of control variables [Forget, 2010] following Weaver et al. [2003] and Weaver and Courtier [2001] .
[25] The uncertainties for the initial temperature and salinity controls were computed from the standard deviation (over time) of the model variability over the five-year (2004-2008) forward integration. The standard deviations were multiplied by ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi dz min dz q (dz is vertical z-level thickness) to compensate for the larger raw sensitivities at depth levels with large z-level thickness. The horizontal mean over the model domain of the square root of background uncertainty variances used for initial temperature and salinity controls as a function of depth is shown in Figure 2 . Large adjustments were allowed near the surface to accommodate initial errors due to bad atmospheric forcing or mixed layer physics. Sensitivity experiments using these uncertainties did not show that this had much effect on the solutions, and the adjustments to the model initial conditions discussed in section 4.2 were not intensified near the surface. Deep changes were discouraged by low prior variance, since they were not expected to be realistic. Uncertainties for the temperature and salinity controls at the open boundaries were assumed to be the same as for the initial temperature and salinity controls. The uncertainties for the horizontal velocity controls at the open boundaries were set using velocity normal modes, with an rms value of 1 Â 10 À7 ms À1 for the barotropic mode and 5 Â 10 À4 ms À1 for the total of the rest of the modes with maximum energies in the first two baroclinic modes. The uncertainties for the atmospheric forcing controls were set to be the standard deviation of National Centers for Environmental Prediction/ National Center for Atmospheric Research Reanalysis-1 (NCEP/NCAR-R1) [Kalnay et al., 1996] fluxes and winds computed over 6 years (2004) (2005) (2006) (2007) (2008) (2009) ) without removing the seasonal cycle. Even though these errors are large, the estimated atmospheric adjustments were less than 0.1% of their allowed values, and their dimensional values were negligible.
[26] To enable the state estimation to account for biases from the atmospheric forcing fields, the temporal mean and the anomalies of these fields were penalized separately in the total cost function with the same horizontal smoothing applied for both the mean and the anomalies [Forget, 2010; Hoteit et al., 2009] . The decorrelation scale for the smoothed controls was 50 km for the atmospheric forcings and for the initial conditions. Smoothing scales in the vertical were set small so that each level was independent. These scales were picked to suppress short-scale adjustments due to point altimeter measurements and to maintain a smooth starting field for the forecast. Smoothing scales from 20 to 80 km were tried in tests, and the results were not strongly sensitive to scale.
Observation Uncertainty Covariances
[27] The SSH anomaly uncertainty was assumed to be spatially invariant, at 5 cm for J1 and J2, and 10 cm for N1 and E2, along with a spatially invariant geoid uncertainty of 10 cm. Because of the higher spatial resolution of the interpolated SST measurements, a higher observational uncertainty was used in this study for the SST observations to prevent them from dominating the cost function. The SST data uncertainty was set at 5 times the standard deviation (over time) of the modeled SST over the 5 year (2004) (2005) (2006) (2007) (2008) forward integration. For water depth d 500 m, the uncertainties were multiplied by a factor of ð500=dÞ, where minimum d was 5 m. Finally the rms uncertainties were limited to be between 10 C and 50 C. This relatively high SST observational uncertainty, especially near the coast, is meant to compensate for the interpolated observations and the diagonal data uncertainty covariance matrix ðR sst Þ assumed in the cost function. The increased uncertainties allow small-scale misfits while enforcing tighter agreement at larger scales, where many supposedly independent observations are collected together and reduce the effective observation uncertainty. These large errors also represent the uncertainty of the ocean surface boundary layer processes and lead to relatively small importance of the SST data compared to the SSH observations in the data assimilation process.
[28] Since the gridded SST data obtained at a spatial resolution of 0.25 was interpolated onto the model grid of 0.10 resolution, the number of SST observations was artificially duplicated, so that there were 2.5Â2.5 ''independent SST observations'' in place of each original SST grid point. The redundant independent measurements drop the effective uncertainty standard deviation in the state estimate by a factor of 2.5. We multiplied the modeled SST standard deviation over 5 years (2004) (2005) (2006) (2007) (2008) ) by a factor of 5, of which 2.5 was to account for this data redundancy, and 2 was to account for both the correlation of the errors between sequential daily SST maps and the model representational error. Representational error for SST includes expected error in the atmospheric forcing values that determine the mixed layer depth (and thus affect modeled SST), coarse time resolution of atmospheric forcing, and expected errors in the parameterizations of mixing in the model, all of which affect the mixed layer. It should also be noted that the extreme values of SST uncertainty were limited to regions near the coast in relatively shallow water, where model representational error is also expected to be high.
[29] It would be more correct to penalize the difference between the TMI-AMSRE SST observations and a similar spatial average of the model. The procedure used here enforces similar error bars for the mean, but also smoothed the model SST toward the interpolated observations. Given the weak effect of SST on SSH forecasts during these experiments, and the short SST forecast horizon, this was deemed acceptable.
Optimized Model State
[30] The gradient of the cost function that is obtained by integrating the adjoint of the tangent linear model backward in time [Le Dimet and Talagrand, 1986] determines the descent directions toward the minimum of the cost function. These were iteratively determined using the Quasi-Newton M1QN3 conjugate-gradient algorithm [Gilbert and Lemar echal, 1989] .
[31] In the first assimilation and forecast experiment, satellite-derived SSH and SST data in the GoM were assimilated for a period of 2 months (1 March-30 April 2010). This time range was chosen to test the model forecasts for the eddy separation (Eddy-F) event in late May 2010, after the DwH oil spill disaster on 20 April 2010. The details of the first experiment are provided in Table 1 .
[32] The initial conditions, boundary conditions, and atmospheric forcing for the reference model simulation (MIT-REF) were the background and first guess for the state estimation, so that the reference simulation was also iteration 1. The assimilated HYCOM 1/12 global analysis (http://hycom.org/dataserver/glb-analysis) estimates for temperature, salinity, and horizontal velocities (U and V), were used to initialize the simulations. The open boundary conditions were also taken from the assimilated HYCOM 1/12 global analysis sampled at 7 day intervals. The bulk formulation [Large and Pond, 1981] was used for the computation of the atmospheric forcing from NCEP/NCAR-R1 surface fluxes and winds sampled every 6 h. Monthly climatological run-off fluxes (freshwater) were taken from the ECCO global model state estimate. The state estimation forward model simulation used horizontal diffusive and viscous operators, both were of second order and fourth order with coefficients 1 Â 10 2 m 2 s À1 and 1 Â 10 10 m 4 s À1 , and the adjoint model simulation used increased horizontal diffusivity and viscosity terms, with the KPP mixing parameterization turned off (as discussed in section 3.2). Also, the state estimation forward model simulated sea surface salinity (SSS) was not relaxed toward monthly climatology. The samples of atmospheric forcing, boundary conditions, and run-off fluxes were linearly interpolated to each time step of the model simulation. The model control variables for atmospheric forcing and open boundary conditions in the state estimation were determined daily with linear interpolation between daily values. The adjustments to the starting guess controls were penalized in the cost function.
Cost Descent
[33] Following the iterative minimization procedure, the cost function descent reaches a plateau after 15 iterations with a relatively small slope (less than 1% per iteration), and the model-observation rms misfits normalized by the number of observations and the expected observation uncertainties were less than 1 for all data types. Because of the relatively arbitrary nature of the error assumptions, exact values of 1 for the normalized cost function are not expected, and the iteration was stopped when the gradients became small, not because the normalized cost function approached 1.
[34] The total cost function value for all iterations as well as individual cost contribution of observations and initial temperature and salinity controls for the initial, middle, and end of iterations (1, 8, 15 iterations) are shown in Figure 3 . The normalized cost contributions of individual observation types are labeled by data type. The total cost function is reduced by 47% after 15 iterations, and the individual cost terms decrease at roughly the same rate as the combined cost function. For this 2 month assimilation period, the total control cost is dominated by the initial temperature and salinity (T0 and S0) control costs, which are much larger than the atmospheric forcing and open boundary control costs. This is also true if the controls are normalized as fractions of their observed variances.
Adjustments to the Model Initial Conditions
[35] The adjustments to the first guess initial temperature (T0) and salinity (S0) conditions are shown in Figures 4-6 . Figure 4 shows the changes to the T0 and S0 fields at four depth levels (2.5, 204, 970, and 2490 m). The adjustments are within the range of 60:75 C and 60:03psu for T0 and S0 for the near-surface levels. Figure 5 shows zonal (at 25 N) and meridional (at 85 W) GoM cross-sections of T0 and S0 adjustments. By design, the changes are mostly confined from near-surface to mid-depth levels in the GoM basin. Figure 6 shows the statistics (minimum, maximum, mean, and standard deviation) over the horizontal model domain of the T0 and S0 adjustments as a function of depth. The changes near the eastern and northern open boundary are mainly responsible for the deeper level adjustments (>1500 m), as can be seen in Figures 4d and 4h. 
Forecast Initialization
[36] The model forecast was initialized using the optimized model state obtained from iteration 15 at the end of the assimilation period. due to relatively high SST observational uncertainty, which prevents the model from fitting small-scale SST structures.
[37] The forecast ran for 2 months (1 May-29 June 2010) using monthly climatologies for all forcing and boundary conditions: assimilated HYCOM for open boundary conditions, NCEP/NCAR-R1 fluxes and winds for atmospheric forcing, and run-off fluxes. The forecast model used same horizontal viscosity and diffusivity terms as that of the state estimation forward model simulation, and the model SSS was not relaxed toward monthly climatology. The model performance during the hindcast and forecast periods was assessed by comparing the model solutions with observations.
Comparison Between Model Hindcast/ Forecast and Observations
[38] The model solutions were compared with satellite along-track SSH anomalies, daily-interpolated gridded SSH from the weekly AVISO (http://www.aviso.oceanobs.com/duacs/) maps, and daily gridded TMI-AMSRE SST data during both the hindcast and forecast periods, and with Spray glider [Sherman et al., 2001; Rudnick et al., 2004] temperature and salinity observations during the forecast period.
[39] The along-track SSH anomalies from four satellites : J1, J2, N1, and E2 (E2 observations were not used in the state estimation for year 2010) accumulated over each day were compared with daily averaged SSH from the state estimate (MIT), the reference model simulation (MIT-REF), model-persistence (MIT-P), AVISO gridded SSH data, and a daily snapshot of the assimilated HYCOM 1/ 12 global analysis (HYCOM-GLOBAL) SSH. In the hindcast comparison, MIT used the optimized model state from iteration 15 and MIT-REF used the ''first guess'' from iteration 1, whereas in the forecast comparison, the MIT forecasts were initialized using the optimized model state from iteration 15 at the end of the assimilation period and MIT-REF forecasts were initialized using assimilated HYCOM 1/12 global analysis. The MIT-P assumed the model initial state fixed for both the hindcast and forecast periods. The details of atmospheric forcing and open boundary conditions of the MIT, MIT-REF, and MIT-P for the 2010 experiment are given in Table 1 .
[40] As in the state estimate, the temporal mean of the SSH anomalies for the 2 month period (hindcast or forecast) was removed from the daily along-track data for the model-data rmsd computation. The model-data rmsd for the daily along-track SSH anomalies during hindcast and forecast period were weighted by uncertainties of 5 cm for J1 and J2, and 10 cm for N1 and E2 and averaged over the spatial domain highlighted by the thick cyan line in Figure 1a . Within this region, the spatial mean of each model SSH field and of the gridded AVISO data were removed and the spatially demeaned SSH was interpolated to each along-track sample latitude and longitude to compute the rmsd over the data points for each day. Since the along-track data accumulated only a few passes on a given day, the daily rmsd varies widely, so a running 7 day rmsd was computed. This rmsd with respect to along-track observations is shown in Figure 9a for both the model hindcast and forecast periods that are separated by the vertical gray dashed line. The along-track SSH comparison for the MIT hindcast shows an overall rmsd of 11 cm and considerable reduction in the rmsd after adjustment (25% near the end of the assimilation period) when compared with MIT-P and MIT-REF.
[41] The MIT state estimate is a free forward integration of the model with adjusted controls, so it is dynamically consistent throughout the assimilation period. The state trajectory evolves smoothly without jumps at observation times [Wunsch, 2006] . On the other hand, the HYCOM 1/ 12 global analysis uses Navy Coupled Ocean Data Assimilation (NCODA): an oceanographic implementation of multivariate optimum interpolation (MVOI) [Cummings, 2005] that maps the differences between observations and the model forecast, weighted by the model state error and observation error budgets, and adds the weighted mapped differences to the model state to produce an analysis that is closer to the observations. As with all sequential methods, the analysis step can thus have discontinuities (jumps) in the state trajectory at observation times but can also fit the observations as closely as is desired. In spite of the 2 month dynamical consistency and the imperfect optimization, the MIT hindcast rmsd is similar to data assimilated HYCOM-GLOBAL and AVISO hindcasts.
[42] During the forecast period, the MIT solution shows an overall rmsd of about 15 cm, while the rmsd for MIT-P increases from 10 to 25 cm. The MIT-REF forecast performs almost as well as MIT overall, with an rmsd of 15 cm. The MIT-REF rmsd is comparable to MIT (and HYCOM-GLOBAL) for the first 2 weeks of the forecast, but shows a slightly increased rmsd over MIT for the rest of the forecast period. Although the improvement is small, it is consistent across several repetitions of the assimilation and forecast for this period with different assumptions. Experiments on other years (shown below) have larger improvements for the assimilated forecast (MIT), suggesting that the HYCOM global analysis provided an especially good MIT-REF forecast initialization for this time. Unsurprisingly, the AVISO hindcast shows the minimum along-track SSH rmsd of 9 cm of all the analyses. The data assimilated HYCOM-GLOBAL analysis SSH shows a better agreement (rmsd of 12 cm) with along-track SSH data than the MIT forecast, as expected from an analysis. It should also be noted that the MIT forecast is comparable and stays very close to HYCOM-GLOBAL analysis for the first 2 weeks of the forecast period.
[43] The daily-averaged SSH fields from the MIT, MIT-P, MIT-REF, and daily snapshot of HYCOM-GLOBAL analysis SSH were also compared to the AVISO gridded SSH data and the rmsd over the same spatial domain as above is computed daily and shown in Figure 9b . Because the daily-interpolated AVISO gridded SSH data now samples the entire domain, the rmsd curves are much smoother and easier to follow. During the hindcast period, the MIT solution shows an overall rmsd of 6 cm, similar to HYCOM-GLOBAL analysis, and reduces the rmsd by 50% when compared with MIT-REF and MIT-P. The MIT solution shows an overall rmsd of 10 cm during the forecast period, while MIT-P shows a gradual increase in the rmsd from 6 to 20 cm. Here also the MIT-REF forecast is comparable to MIT for the first 2 weeks of forecast but shows a slightly increased rmsd than the MIT for the rest of the forecast period. Again the data assimilated HYCOM-GLOBAL analysis SSH shows a smaller rmsd of 8 cm than the MIT forecast. In this comparison also, the MIT forecast is very close to HYCOM-GLOBAL analysis for the first 2 weeks of the forecast period.
[44] The daily-averaged SST data from TMI-AMSRE were compared with MIT, MIT-P, MIT-REF, and daily snapshot of HYCOM-GLOBAL analysis SST during both the hindcast and forecast periods. The rmsd for SST over the spatial domain highlighted by the thick cyan line in Figure 1a is shown in Figure 9c . The present study favors the impact of the SSH data and assigned relatively large uncertainty to the SST data, which are thought to be controlled primarily by atmospheric forcing and turbulent boundary layer processes, so SST data did not strongly constrain the state estimate. During the hindcast period the MIT solution shows an overall rmsd of 0.6 C, which is slightly less than MIT-REF, while MIT-P shows a gradual increase in rmsd up to 3 C at the end of the assimilation C over the time, again due to seasonal change. Here also the HYCOM-GLOBAL analysis SST shows a smaller rmsd of 0.5 C than the MIT and MIT-REF forecast, as expected from an analysis. The differences between the optimized and the reference forecast become small after about 5 days, consistent with the expected dominance of the atmospheric forcing on the evolution of the SST, so that initial conditions have little effect. Because the emphasis of this work is on the forecast of the system over several months, and SST forecasts are determined by atmospheric forcing, forecasts using climatological forcing are not likely to succeed, as already discussed.
[45] The SSH fields for MIT, MIT-REF, AVISO, and HYCOM-GLOBAL analysis at the end of the first month (30 May 2010) of the 2 month forecasts are compared in Figure 10 . The MIT forecast shows that Eddy-F just separated, and the structure of the LC and the shape, size, and location of the newly-shed eddy are comparable to AVISO data and the HYCOM-GLOBAL analysis, while the MIT-REF shows no eddy separation at all. In addition, the MIT forecast shows a small cyclonic eddy on the eastern side of the LC [Vukovich and Maul, 1985; Cochrane, 1972; Vukovich et al., 1979; Fratantoni et al., 1998 ], between the LC and the newly shed Eddy-F, which is comparable to AVISO data and HYCOM-GLOBAL analysis. The presence of these cyclonic loop current frontal eddies (LCFE) play a determinant role in eddy shedding [Schmitz, 2005 [Schmitz, , 2003 . A recent study by Le H enaff et al. [2012, Figure 10] shows the interaction of these cyclonic LCFE on the Eddy-F separation sequence using weekly AVISO absolute DOT. The SSH fields for MIT, MIT-REF, AVISO, and HYCOM-GLOBAL analysis were also compared at the end of the 2 month forecast and shown in Figure 11 . Even though the MIT forecast used monthly climatological atmospheric forcings and boundary conditions, the model preserves the . The thick black solid line contour marks the 17 cm SSH contour. The black star shows the location of the DwH oil spill in the GoM. The details of the simulations are given in Table 1. large-scale features of the LC but fails to reproduce LCE reattachment as shown by the AVISO analysis and the assimilated HYCOM-GLOBAL analysis.
[46] In addition to the comparison of the MIT hindcast and forecast with along-track SSH anomalies and AVISO gridded SSH data, a set of LC indices [Leben, 2005] were also computed by tracking the 17 cm SSH isoline obtained from the MIT and AVISO data. The AVISO data were interpolated onto the model grid and used as the reference for this comparison. The MIT and the AVISO SSH field within the spatial domain highlighted by the thick cyan line in Figure 1a with their respective spatial mean removed were only considered for tracking the 17 cm SSH isoline. Following the procedure reported by Leben [2005] , the LC indices, defined by the maximum western longitude, maximum northern latitude, and the length of the LC, were computed from daily-averaged SSH fields of the MIT and AVISO data for the hindcast and forecast period. The temporal mean, standard deviation, minimum, and maximum of these LC indices over 4 months (hindcast and forecast) for the 2010 LCE shedding event are summarized in Table 2 . The state estimation and forecast were able to capture the LC extension statistics with their maximum northward and westward intrusion into the GoM basin comparable to AVISO data. The time series of LC indices for the 2010 experiment is shown in Figure 12 . It is remarkable that the MIT forecast was able to predict the LCE (Eddy-F) shedding at almost the same day as AVISO analysis, more than 4 weeks in advance. Although the MIT forecast was able to reproduce the LCE (Eddy-F) shedding at the same time as AVISO analysis in late May 2010, it fails to capture the LCE reattachment in late June 2010, as shown by AVISO analysis.
[47] The Scripps Institution of Oceanography and Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution deployed a Spray glider in the Mississippi shelf-slope region in the GoM during June 2010 as part of the DwH oil spill monitoring. The glider trajectory is marked by magenta circles on Figure 1a Table 1. comparison with both temperature and salinity than the MIT-REF forecast initialized using assimilated HYCOM 1/12 global analysis. The anomaly root-mean-squaredifference (rmsd a ) and anomaly correlation coefficient (cc a ) between observed and model forecast (MIT and MIT-REF) subsurface temperature and salinity profiles were computed and labeled in Figure 13 . The cc a and rmsd a are defined as P n ðm À mÞðo À oÞ . ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi ffi P n ðm À mÞ 2 q ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi ffi P n ðo À oÞ 2 q , and ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi 1 n P n ðm À oÞ 2 q respectively, where m and o denote model and observation, m and o represent mean profile over time of model and observation, and n denotes the number of glider observation points. The MIT forecast shows a reduction in rmsd a of 37% (57%) for temperature (salinity) and an overall increase in the cc a for both temperature and salinity, showing an improved model state when compared with the MIT-REF. The comparisons are different between temperature and salinity and between above and below 50 m depth. The temperature from MIT shows significant improvement at depth, where the altimeter data can accurately constrain isopycnal displacements, while not improving the surface, due to the large errors used for SST observations and the dominance of atmospheric forcing. The salinity shows similar improvements at depth, although the amplitude of the signal is smaller, reflecting the weaker vertical gradients of salinity. The MIT forecast differences with the subsurface glider data are larger than expected from measurement error or unresolved physics such as mixing, internal waves, or submesoscale eddies. This suggests that the glider section holds Table 1. new information not available from the surface data alone and/or that the model and/or state estimate can be improved.
[48] The use of SSH to estimate subsurface temperature and salinity using statistical correlations has a long history, and is used in the Modular Ocean Data Assimilation System (MODAS) [Fox et al., 2002] and in previous data assimilation experiments in the GoM such as Oey et al. [2005b] and Lin et al. [2007] . In the example here, no statistical relationship was assumed, and the adjoint model back-propagated the model-observation misfits through the model dynamics to adjust the model controls, primarily the initial conditions, to obtain the correct subsurface structure. These references also point out the lack of reliable correlation of the SST with subsurface structure, as assumed in this study.
Other Separation Events
[49] As an additional check, state estimates and forecasts have been tested for three other eddy-shedding events in the GoM. The along-track SSH anomalies from three satellites: J1, N1, and E2 and TMI-AMSRE blended SST gridded data were fit using the same method and 2 month period as for the 2010 event. As in 2010, the ocean state was predicted for 2 months surrounding LC eddy separa- Table 3 . The MIT hindcast and forecast rmsd for SSH (comparison with along-track SSH anomalies from three satellites : J1, N1, and E2, and AVISO gridded SSH data) and SST (comparison with TMI-AMSRE gridded SST data) were computed for 2005-2007 as for the 2010 experiment.
[50] Figure 14 shows the MIT hindcast and forecast rmsd with respect to AVISO gridded SSH data for [2005] [2006] [2007] . The model-data rmsd misfits computed over the GoM basin (spatial domain highlighted by the thick cyan [51] The LC indices [Leben, 2005] for the MIT and AVISO data were also computed for the 2005, 2006 , and 2007 eddy-shedding experiments using the same 17 cm SSH isoline tracking procedure as discussed above for the 2010 event. Figure 15 compares the time series of the maximum northward LC extension of the model and AVISO during the hindcast and forecast periods of these experiments. Although the MIT hindcast and forecast rmsd misfits computed with respect to AVISO gridded SSH data over the GoM basin for other separation events were similar to the 2010 event (Figure 14 Table 2 also summarizes the statistics of the LC indices for MIT and AVISO data computed during the hindcast and forecast periods of these experiments. The time means of the maximum westward and northward LC extensions for the MIT are marginally comparable to the AVISO analysis with approximately 1 differences for these experiments. The AVISO analysis also shows larger variability of the maximum westward and northward LC extension and length of the LC, indicating more LCE reattachment events compared to the model, as seen in the time-series comparison of the maximum northward LC extension (Figure 15 ). These LC indices for other separation events suggest that predicting LC eddy separation is a challenging task using a generic data assimilation and forecasting system. The mechanisms leading to LC extension, retraction, and eddy separation likely vary widely between events, and no two events are alike. These results suggest that forecasting LCE shedding, reattachment, and the associated processes requires more study to clearly identify the governing mechanisms that control LC eddy separation.
Discussion and Conclusions
[52] A state estimate for the Intra-Americas Seas has been cross-validated by forecasting the LC and eddy shedding events in the GoM for 2010, as well as additional events in 2005, 2006, and 2007 . The MITgcm-IAS model was fit to satellite along-track SSH anomalies and TMI-AMSRE blended SST gridded data for a period of 2 months in order Figure 11 . SSH fields at the end of the 2 month forecasting period: Figure caption is the same as for Figure 10 .
to obtain optimized and dynamically consistent ocean states for hindcasts and to initialize forecasts. The state estimation uses the adjoint method to minimize the summed squares of the model-observation differences by adjusting model temperature and salinity initial conditions, open boundary conditions, and atmospheric forcing. The state estimate is a free forward run of the model with adjusted initial conditions, atmospheric forcing, and boundary conditions, and so is dynamically consistent during the 2 month assimilation period. The assimilation period used in this study is longer than has been used before at 1=10 Â 1=10 grid resolution in the GoM, but the iterated improvement in the cost function suggests that the model physics were adequate and that adjoint gradients calculated over 2 months were still useful. For the 2010 LCE shedding experiment the total cost reduction during the 2 month assimilation period after 15 minimization iterations was 47%.
[53] The model performance during the hindcast and forecast was assessed by comparing the model solutions with satellite-derived SSH and SST data and with Spray glider temperature and salinity observations taken during the forecast period. The rmsd metrics test against the same type of observations used to construct the state estimate, and so they were used as a basic performance check of the system. The MIT hindcast rmsd with respect to along-track SSH data in the GoM was comparable to that of the AVISO and HYCOM-GLOBAL analysis, and was better than MIT-P and MIT-REF. The hindcast SSH rmsd with respect to the gridded AVISO analysis gave smoother but similar results. The model hindcast SSH rmsd did not vary significantly as a function of time within the assimilation periods. This supports the hypothesis that adjusting the initial conditions could correct the model even after 2 months of evolution, since it was the dominant control.
[54] The forecasts used monthly climatological open boundary conditions, atmospheric forcing, and run-off fluxes. The 2010 model forecast reproduced the LCE shedding (Eddy-F) at approximately the same time as AVISO and HYCOM-GLOBAL analyses, and the size, shape, and structure of the newly shed eddy and the LC were comparable between the products. In the forecast, the rmsd with alongtrack SSH for MIT was larger than the analysis products (AVISO and HYCOM-GLOBAL) but was generally smaller than that of MIT-P and MIT-REF.
Comparison of MIT forecasts with AVISO gridded SSH data showed similar rmsd as for the along-track SSH comparison. In both the along-track and gridded SSH data comparison, the MIT forecast was very close to HYCOM-GLOBAL analysis for the first 2 weeks of the forecast period, but so was the MIT-REF forecast initialized using HYCOM global analysis. After about 3 weeks, the MIT forecast was consistently (but slightly) better than the MIT-REF forecast, so the benefits of the adjustments were most visible at long forecast times. [55] The MIT hindcast and forecast rmsd for SST did not improve over MIT-REF, but was much better than the MIT-P because of the dominance of the atmospheric forcing over initial conditions. Comparison of the forecast with independent glider observations showed a decrease in rmsd a and increase in cc a for MIT forecasts for both temperature and salinity compared to MIT-REF.
[56] The enhanced performance of the adjusted model forecast over the reference forecast suggests that the minimization iteration was successful in producing an improved ocean state estimate, which is not guaranteed by achieving a small misfit during the hindcast period. In other words, a model state that matched the observations closely might not have good forecast performance, due to a bad model, or due to insufficient sampling and/or smoothing, so that an eddy was created around each point observation. Additional forecast experiments showed similar rmsd performance during several LCE shedding realizations (2005, 2006, and 2007) , where model forecast rmsd computed with respect to AVISO gridded SSH data over the GoM basin outperformed the persistence and reference forecast (Figure 14) , similar to the 2010 Eddy-F event. In all three cases, after an initial 2 week period of similarity to the reference forecast, the MIT forecast outperforms persistence and the reference forecast for periods of 3-6 weeks. In 2007 the MIT forecast is very close to the rmsd of the HYCOM-GLOBAL analysis. The forecasts cross-validate the state estimate and check whether the fit to the observations smoothly extrapolates to similar observations outside the assimilation period.
[57] In all the forecast experiments, the reference forecast rmsd shows that the initialization from assimilated HYCOM global analysis has the same rmsd as the HYCOM-GLOBAL analysis for the first few days, which suggests that the HYCOM analysis is a good initialization, even in a different model (the MITgcm-IAS). HYCOM routinely makes forecasts, but for shorter time periods, and we have not seen comparable calculations of predictability times, but it is likely that its forecast skill would be similarly good. It is also interesting that no adjustment period was needed for initializing the MITgcm-IAS from the interpolated HYCOM solutions. We speculate that the two models are compatible in their resolution and dynamics.
[58] While the state estimate and forecast test the model, the adjoint, and the ocean predictability, it is not an operational forecast system. The model forecasts were primarily assessed by simple, commonly used metrics based on the model-data differences (rmsd) computed for the entire GoM basin, which did not highlight the LC region or LC front in a sophisticated way as some previous forecasts [Oey et al., 2005b] . Since the LC extension, LCE detachment and separation are the most critical events that affect the GoM circulation, estimation of the LC frontal position and current speeds are important practical goals of a GoM forecast system. The rmsd metrics are generic, but the LC front metrics (such as LC indices based on the 17 cm SSH isoline [Leben, 2005] ) that track LCE detachment or separation are specific to the GoM basin, and the model performance on these metrics was mixed for 2005, 2006, 2007 , and 2010 LCE separation events. The predictions of the LC northward extension based on the 17 cm SSH isoline [Leben, 2005] were best for the 2010 and 2006 events, with 2005 worse, and 2007 poor, even though the model forecast rmsd computed with respect to AVISO gridded SSH data over the GoM basin outperformed reference and persistence forecasts for all LCE separation events (Figures 9b and 14) . The mixed performance of this assimilation and forecast system on the LC frontal prediction illustrates that forecasting the LC dynamics is a complex problem which still needs study.
[59] Eddy-shedding events were chosen for the testing because they are the most important circulation variability in the GoM, and are difficult to forecast, showing the largest errors in the persistence forecast. During periods of slow LC evolution, persistence forecasts from weekly AVISO SSH analyses had average skill (not shown) of 0.8 at 4 weeks lag (persistence forecast skill: 1 À ð P ðSSH ð0Þ À SSH ðÀ4weeks Þ Þ 2 = P SSH 2 ð0Þ Þ). This shows that during the slowly evolving LC extension phase a simple persistence forecast provides good SSH predictability, so there may be little to gain from a dynamical forecast.
[60] The MIT forecast results were tested for sensitivity to statistical assumptions by producing independent state estimates for 2010 varying the first-guess initial conditions, background state uncertainties, observation uncertainties, and viscosity. Multiplying all uncertainties by the same factor does not change the estimation solution, so this case was not explored. The observation uncertainties were varied by factors of 2, both larger and smaller, and smoothing scales and background state uncertainties were also varied by similar amounts in independent experiments. These resulted in similar optimized model solutions (not shown). Model forecasts and rmsd metrics from these alternative state estimates also remained close to the solution shown (section 5), so we conclude that the forecasts are not sensitive to these assumptions. We speculate that this is because the accumulated information from the observations over two months was sufficient to determine the ocean state without need of statistical assumptions, analogous to Table 3. objective interpolation in regions of adequate data density, in which case the mapped fields are weakly sensitive to the statistical assumptions.
[61] To probe sensitivity to viscosity, the 2010 forecast was repeated with viscosity values of 50 and 1000 m 2 s À1 . These viscosities were selected to be large enough to show significant differences in the model forecast, while retaining acceptable model representation of the GoM circulation. The 50 m 2 s À1 forecast was not distinguishable from the 100 m 2 s À1 forecast discussed above (section 5), while the 1000 m 2 s À1 forecast had about 25 % less rmsd during the first 5 weeks of forecast but had about 25 % more rmsd during the last 3 weeks of the forecast, making it similar to the reference model forecast. The early increased performance comes from reduced small-scale variability, which tended to be poorly resolved by the observations and thus were poorly predicted. The ocean state at the end of the high viscosity forecast period showed significant energy loss, most visible as reduced current speeds in the eddies, which reduced the performance of the forecast and made this level of viscosity unacceptable for forecasts beyond a few weeks. These experiments show that the forecasts vary slowly and smoothly with viscosity, and changes to viscosity by a factor of 20 do not greatly change the forecast until after about a month, when the reduction of the energy of the LC system due to high viscosity becomes detectable.
[62] The rms open boundary conditions and atmospheric forcing adjustments were less than 0.1% of their allowed values (not shown) and their dimensional values were negligible, meaning that the open boundary conditions and atmospheric forcing were not critically influencing this 2 month state estimate. This is partly a consequence of the high error assumed for SST observations, which are strongly influenced by atmospheric forcing. The conclusion to be drawn is that the SSH evolution is not strongly affected by these controls over a 2 month period, although SST certainly is. As another check on sensitivity to forcing and open boundary conditions, the 2010 forecast was repeated using NCEP atmospheric forcing (sampled every 6 h) and HYCOM boundary conditions (sampled every 7 days) and compared (not shown) to the original forecast (using monthly climatological forcing and open boundary conditions). The rmsd as measured against along-track and gridded SSH in the GoM basin was similar to the forecast using climatology. SSH differences on the model grid between the two model forecasts grew slowly during the first month, except near the boundaries, where differences of up to 625 cm moved westward into the domain. Otherwise, SSH differences remained less than about 5 cm up to 30 days, with the maximum values in coastal areas and in the LC region. After 60 days of steady growth, small-scale differences of up to 25 cm were seen in the LC region, reflecting a displacement of the detached eddy. This is consistent with the timescales of the LC dynamics, and we hypothesize that any model evolution should show similar behavior at a similar viscosity.
[63] Future work will focus on assimilating satellite AVHRR SST data and along-track SSH anomalies along with in situ observations from gliders, drifters, XBT's, and platform moorings taken during DwH oil spill response to attempt to obtain a dynamically consistent model hindcast for the GoM during the DwH accident that matches all observations. In addition, a search for the longest practical assimilation period will be conducted, as well as sensitivity experiments for model grid resolution.
